THE PORTLAND

INSTALL TOUR
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There is no better way

to appreciate the handmade attention to detail and quality of an
Eleek fixture than seeing it installed on location. To this end, this tour
guide makes it easy to follow along and find our downtown-area
Portland fixtures. You may also choose to use our website guide or
our mobile web guide (for iPhone and Android devices).

NORTH
The tour starts in North Portland, and works its way through the Pearl District,
into Downtown and then up into the Northwest District. You may of course
start anywhere along the tour but this route appears to be the most efficient if
you wish to see fixtures in different areas.
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1 THE LINCOLN

Interior Pendants

This 2010 James Beard award
nominated restaurant features
custom Madison pendants to provide
a warm, welcoming atmosphere that
feels very Portland.
3808 N Williams Ave #127
Open Tue-Sat 5:30 – 10pm,
Sun 5:30pm – 9pm

2 YOGA SHALA
Interior Pendants
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Yoga Shala North Williams is a large,
airy space with three beautiful
studios. Even on dark days, Eleek’s
customized Cirrus pendants fill these
rooms with soft, relaxing light.
3808 N Williams Ave

3 ELEEK INC.

Fixture Showroom

The five LED Jester sconces on Eleek’s
facade cast a whimsical glow over
our front sidewalk. A full range of
lighting, hardware, sinks and tile can
be seen at our in-house showroom.
2326 N. Flint Avenue
Open Mon-Thu 9:00 – 5:30
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ROSE GARDEN

Interior Chandelier

Portland’s largest indoor venue is
home to the Trail Blazers and plays
host to most of the large national
performance acts that come
through Portland. We were delighted
when we were asked to design and
build a large luminaire to grace its
spacious entry hall.
1 North Center Court Street
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BURLINGTON TOWER
Sconces + Sculpture

Built on a site that was formerly part of the
Burlington Rail Yards, Eleek designed and
built the grand Art Deco Gatsby sconces
that adorn the front entry, and the Zelda
sconces along the sidewalk. Eleek was also
commissioned to create a series of bronze
train wheel sculptures to go around the
base of the building.
900 Northwest Lovejoy St.
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RAMONA APTS.
Exterior Pendants

This apartment building completed in
2011 in the upper Pearl asked Eleek to
design and build a pair of exterior sconces
to flank the front entrance to lend the
building the essence of an earlier era. Part
gothic, part Arts & Crafts, these timeless
fixtures were built by hand from wood
pattern to finished piece.
1550 NW 14th Ave
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RIVERSCAPE

Lampposts + Bollards

Riverscape is a large residential
development on Portland’s Northwest
waterfront. Eleek was commissioned to
design and produce all of the exterior
lighting for this project, including hundreds
of custom bollards and lampposts.
1830 NW Riverscape St
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THE VAUX

Fixture Showroom

One of our favorite projects, northwest
Portland condominium blends the exterior
look of “an urban brownstown with modern
architecture inside and out.” Eleek bollards
around the exterior of the building illuminate
the tastefully landscaped sidewalk level,
and two stunning Eleek pier mounts cap the
gate to the Vaux’s private courtyard.
NW 24th and Savier

PEARL continued
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THE PINNACLE
Pier Mounts

These large, sculptural pier mount fixtures
provide lighting for walking paths and act
as a unique component of the building’s
look, reflecting its intriguing high-rise/low-rise
design. You can find these pier mounts in
the interior courtyard and built into the steps
on the NW Overton St. side of the building.
1255 NW 9th Ave

10 AIA PORTLAND

Custom Pendant Sign

American Institute of Architect’s Portland
office offers state-of-the-art meeting
space in the Pearl. Merging Eleek’s custom
signage capabilities with our award-winning

luminaire design, we created a retro-styled
sign with the AIA logo and lit by energysaving LED lamping.
403 NW 11th
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ELIZABETH LOFTS
Lighting + Hardware

Eleek designs can be found everywhere
in and around the Elizabeth. The most
prominent are the Shield sconces, which
can be seen installed above the first story
on the exterior brick. The front door features
Eleek door pulls, and inside the lobby you
will see Three Spoon sconces installed
beside the elevators and Spoon pendants
over the lobby desk.
2105 SE 9th Avenue
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DOWNTOWN continued
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MERCANTILE

Exterior Sconces

This high-end Portland clothing retailer had
been in their old location for decades,
helping to cement their reputation as a
Portland institution. When they had to move
to a new location a few blocks away,
they wanted that established “been there
forever” feel to be there when they arrived.
Eleek was contracted to design and
manufacture exterior decorative sconces
that brought the building a unique creative
flair as well as an historical patina. These
bronze sconces are installed all around the
front and side of the Mercantile over the
sidewalk. The design is appropriated from
historical scupper designs.
729 SW Alder St.

13 PUBLIC DOMAIN
Interior Pendants

This corner coffee shop opened up in 2010
and to compliment its clean, chic interior,
we made three classy, cool pendants to go
over the window bar.
603 SW Broadway

14 620 BUILDING
Interior Pendants

In 2008, Eleek was asked to design a
variation of their Takashima sconce and
pendant for this downtown Portland lobby.
620 SW 5th Ave
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PDX ART MUSEUM

Interior + Exterior Fixtures

This lighting restoration and replication
project for the Portland Art Museum’s Mark
Building included luminaires ranging from
small single-lamp sconces to chandeliers
five feet in diameter, from freestanding
torchiers to large exterior sconces. The

fixtures, reflecting a wide range of materials
and manufacturing techniques, were
originally in disrepair. After restoration, the
results were breathtaking and the response
has been overwhelmingly positive.
While the most spectacular chandeliers are
in the Art Museum’s ballroom (and may not
be available for viewing) you can see the
large exterior sconces on the Mark Building
along 10th Avenue, and if open, you can
see the small chandeliers in the upper lobby
area at the front (along 9th).
1119 SW Park Ave

16 FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Exterior Sconces

Along the exterior wall of the First
Presbyterian Church’s garden are a series
of pylons that bear Eleek Sentinel sconces.
A beautiful respite among downtown
Portland’s commercial buildings.
1200 SW Alder St.
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HOTEL DELUXE

Chandeliers + Signage

The crystal chandeliers at the Hotel deLuxe
were all restored to their former brilliance
by Eleek, including the chandeliers inside
the Gracie’s dining room (to the left as you
enter the front lobby).
Don’t be afraid to go inside in order to take
a peek at the sparkling opulence that Eleek
helped restore. Also please take a look at
the bronze Gracie’s sign opposite the door
to the dining room.
729 SW 15th Ave

